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Data Analysis and Visualization in R Programming

Introduction

This report analyzes and visualizes the sales data of a small online store in my

organization. Using the (product.csv) in-house dataset, we find various data points like

categories, sales, and revenue. The aim of this study is to understand what happened in the

store over a certain period and create visual illustrations of how well the store performed.

Data analysis

Data import and summary statistics

First, we should import the data and do some basic exploratory analysis. We use the

following R code to load the dataset and display summary statistics (Wiley & Wiley, 2019).

Code

Output

Summary statistics summarize important features of the dataset like minimum,

maximum, and mean, as well as the first and third quartiles for the ‘quantity’ and ‘revenue’

columns (Kaya, 2019).

Data exploration
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We look at the data by studying product categories and how they were dispersed. We

used the following code to generate a table of category frequencies.

Code

Output

Data visualization

Category distribution

# Category distribution bar plot

barplot(table(data$Category), main = "Category Distribution", xlab = "Category", ylab =

"Frequency")

code
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Revenue by category

We created a bar chart showing the total revenue for each category to visualize revenue by

category.

# Revenue by category bar plot

barplot(tapply(data$Revenue, data$Category, sum), main = "Revenue by Category", xlab =

"Category", ylab = "Total Revenue")

code

Conclusion

These demonstrate how descriptive statistics were carried out based on a sample sales

dataset. The use of R enabled us to import, explore, and visualize the data, and this gave us

insights into the product category distribution and its related revenue. They help us to

examine the business and make informed business decisions.

It is important to analyze and represent data as information for making sense of the

data collected, with R having been an effective tool in undertaking this process. This report
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shows that R skills for data analysis and visualization allow one to make the right decision

based on the information.
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